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Abstract— Even though evolutionary algorithms have been
applied to a vast number of problems, they are still not always
applicable. As an example, this paper briefly discussessmart
appliances ensembles, which are characterized by an unknown,
dynamically changing number of actuators and sensors. To even
cope with such problems, research has previously presented
AGE-P, an entirely distributed evolutionary algorithm tha t
allows actuators as well as sensors to join and leave an
ensemble at any time without any notice. This paper presents
an extension that makes AGE-P suitable for environments that
cannot provide reliable data communications, as is often the
case in real-world scenarios. The real-world results indicate that
the proposed self-synchronization scheme resolves the reliability
issue while retaining AGE-P’s open system character.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Evolutionary algorithms of various sorts solve technical
(optimization) problems by utilizing some selected concepts
from natural evolution [3], [7], [8], [12], [17]. They describe
a problem as a set ofn (problem-specific) parametersxi

in conjunction with a fitness functionf . The parameters
are also called genes, and the set of all genes is called a
genome. Typically, an evolutionary algorithm applies its ran-
dom variation operators, such as mutation and recombination,
to a genomes’ genes. In effect, the genomes’ fitness value,
determined by the fitness function, is changing. A subsequent
selection process exploits these fitness variations in order to
gain some progress. This generic scheme has been success-
fully applied to a huge number of applications that can be
found in areas as diverse as machine learning, combinatorial
problems, VLSI design, breast cancer detection, evolutionary
robotics, and numerical optimization in general.

In its canonical form, evolutionary algorithms utilize the
concept of individuals, which act asatomic containers for
genomes. This approach, however, is of little use for prob-
lems with varying numbers of parameters. Those situations
occur, for example, when evolving the topology of neural
networks, where the number of parameters (network nodes)
itself is a result of the evolutionary process. As a relief, re-
search has presented the concept of variable-length genomes
[10], [11], [16]. But still, with its genome, an individual
constitutes a solid, atomic, and monolithic entity.

Even with the concept of variable-length genomes, the no-
tion of individualsis not suitable for all application domains.
A recent example arises from the field of smart-appliances
ensembles, which itself is located in the domain of ambi-
ent intelligence [1], [13], [19]. In this application domain,
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everyday-devices, such as lamps, window blinds, beamers,
etc., are supposed to support the user in an autonomous,
self-organized, and non-invasive way. For this purpose, they
are equipped with some processing units and communication
interfaces. The following properties are closely linked to
smart-appliances ensembles: (1) they are dynamic by their
very nature in that devices may join or leave the ensemble
at any timewithout notice; (2) the physical properties of
every device are known only to itself and not to the rest
of the system; and (3) a smart-appliances ensemble should
not induce any user-based modeling and/or administration;
rather, devices might be freely added and be freely removed,
which also includes temporary and/or permanent device
failures.

One common approach to solve this task is to utilize rule-
based methods, such as ontologies [4], [6]. These approaches
require a precise model of the world under consideration,
including all dependencies between actuators and sensors,
as well as a rule set that describes all possible ensemble
actions as responses to the observable user behavior. How-
ever, the correct construction of a model in such a dynamic
environment is not just difficult but mostly impossible. As
a consequence, rule-based methods may not be able to
appropriately cope with the intrinsic system dynamics and
the demand of requiring as little user-based configuration as
possible.

On the contrary, evolutionary algorithms seem to be a good
choice for the optimization problem at hand: they can adapt
to changing environmental conditions, and they are able to
handle a dynamically changing number of parameters. How-
ever, the concept of individuals as containers for genomes
requires that they areaware of the number of parameters,
which is not guaranteed in smart-appliances ensembles.
Therefore, Section II shortly reiterates theappliances-go-
evolution platform, or AGE-P for short [14], [15]. AGE-
P is an evolutionary framework that completely abolishes
the concept of assembled individuals in favor ofphysically
distributed genomes. This modification ensures consistency
in dynamic environments and enables evolutionary algo-
rithms to even cope with such application types. Previous
research on AGE-P has focused on the core concepts, and has
therefore limited itself to simulations [14], [15]. By contrast,
this paper focuses on a completely autonomous real-world
implementation.

AGE-P physically distributes all the genes and all (partial)
fitness evaluations across all the involved actuators and
sensors, respectively. Thus, in order to ensure a coherent
evolutionary process, AGE-P has to employ acommunication
infrastructure: the actuators have to know the fitness evalua-
tions achieved by the sensors in order to apply a reasonable



selection scheme. In simulation, it is very easy to ensure a
reliable communication mechanism. However, as Section III
elaborates, this is not necessarily the case in a real-worldap-
plication, particularly if employing wireless communication
links. For making a (wireless) communication infrastructure
reliable, the pertinent literature proposes, for example,the
exchange of receipts. This common solution, however, is not
applicable in AGE-P, since none of the ensemble’s members
is able to observe the complete configuration; rather, new
devices join and leave without notice. As a consequence,
the ensemble members are not aware to whom the should
send receipts, and from whom they are supposed to receive
them. To this end, Section IV proposes a self-organizing
synchronization scheme, which fits into the exiting AGE-P
framework by its very nature.

It should be mentioned, that the idea of distributed evo-
lution is not new. For a good overview, the interested
reader is referred to the literature [2], [5]. In order to gain
performance, these methods work on several subpopulations
simultaneously, but nonetheless handle genomes in the form
of assembled individuals. In contrast, AGE-P abolishes the
concept of assembled individuals, not to gain performance,
but to provide lifelong adaptation, flexibility, and copingwith
the inherent system dynamics of smart-appliances ensembles,
i.e., frequent changes in the overall system configuration.

For validation purposes, Section V describes the office
lighting problem in which several light sources are distributed
within a typical office space. The light sources are supposed
to autonomously dim such that all users have the specified
illuminations at their desks. In this educational example,nei-
ther the number of light sources nor their physical properties
are known to the system. Rather, all light sources randomly
change their activation, and the resulting effects are subse-
quently fed back by the sensors. The evaluated scenarios
incorporates simple room light-up, changing user demands,
failing devices, and the effect of external influences.

The results, as presented in Section VI, indicate that the
proposed self-synchronization approach enables AGE-P to
solve the office lighting problem with all its inherent system
dynamics. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper with a
brief discussion and some future prospects.

II. BACKGROUND: AGE-P

AGE-P is an evolutionary framework that enables evolu-
tionary algorithms to even work for optimization problems
which are distributed by their very nature, i.e., the problems’
parameters themselves are distributed. This section shortly
reviews AGE-P’s setup and processing loop. For a compre-
hensive description, the interested reader is referred to the
literature [14], [15].

Figure 1 illustrates AGE-P’s general concepts. As can be
seen, AGE-P abandons any central processing; rather, AGE-
P physicallydistributes all the operations as well as all the
involved data structures across all devices, i.e., actuators
and sensors. This means, for example, that in AGE-P, every
gene only resides in the actuator to which it belongs. Con-
sequently, every actuator hosts its own mutation operator,

Fig. 1. Basic AGE-P setup and data flow for an AGE-P instance with
two sensors, three actuators, and a(1 + 2) evolution strategy.. All devices
are split into sensors and actuators. The sensors broadcastthe differences
di = si − st

i
between their measurementssi and their target valuesst

i
to

the actuators. The actuators use these values to evaluate their current genes
gi, and perform variation and selection operations. A successive application
of this procedure resembles the traditional evolutionary scheme.

which is applied by the actuator to only its private gene. In
other words, none of the other components has any knowl-
edge about an actuator’s gene value or its particular variation
operator. Similarly, AGE-P distributes the fitness evaluation
across the sensors present in a scenario. A consequence of
the chosen approach is that removing or adding actuators
automatically removes or adds the associated genes from
or to the genome. Similarly, removing or adding sensors
automatically removes or adds the associated objectives from
the fitness evaluation.

With these conceptional modifications in mind, AGE-P
assumes the following setup:

1) All devices are split into two classes, sensorssi and
actuatorsaj. Actuators are those devices that influence
principal modalities, such as brightness, heat, sound
volume, etc. Sensors, on the other hand, measure
modalities.

2) Each sensor hosts its own, private, target valuest
i.

1 The
overall goal of an AGE-P-based system is to let all the
differences between the actual sensor measurements
si and sensor targetsst

i vanish, i.e., all partial fitness
valuesdi = si − st

i should approach zero.
3) In order to allow for the utilization of a(µ +, λ)-

evolution strategy, every actuator hostsµ+λ instances
(genes) of its private activationaj along with the
associated fitness value, as well as its private mutation
operatormj .

4) AGE-P assumes that a proper communication infras-
tructure, such as Bluetooth, WLAN, DECT, or the like,
is in place and ready to be used.

In this physical setup, AGE-P’s processing loop works as
follows:

1) Initially, all sensors are tagged with reasonable target

1It is generally assumed that the target values originate from higher
abstraction levels, which are beyond the scope of this chapter.



valuesst
i. Similarly, all actuators choose suitable acti-

vationsaj. Light sources, for example, might initially
choose zero illumination, though any other initializa-
tion is also possible.

2) Periodically,all sensors determine their current sensor
valuessi, and broadcast the differencesdi = si − st

i.
The achievable broadcast frequency is highly depen-
dent on the specifically used devices and must currently
be hardwired in AGE-P. Automatic adaptation and
further timing schemes are subject to future research.

3) On the arrival of these differences, each actuator cal-
culates the fitness of its current activation, i.e., gene,
using an appropriate function for the aggregation of
the singledi-values to an overall fitness value2.

4) As soon as all genes have been evaluated, the actuator
selects the best genes according to the selection strat-
egy and applies its private mutation operatormj , i.e.,
aj ← aj + mj , in order to generate offspring genes for
the next generation. As a consequence, the actuators’
activations (randomly) change. Then, thephysicsme-
diate these changes, which are subsequently fed back
to the sensorssi by the environment.

5) To cope with dynamic (unnotified) changes, and hence
to ensure consistency of any previously collected gene-
fitness pairs, AGE-P considers to skip the previous
step at regular time intervals. Instead, the so-far-best
values are re-evaluated. Furthermore, any device that
detects a change may trigger this action via a dedicated
broadcast message.

6) The process continues with step 2. Please recall that
all actuators perform these steps in parallel.

In AGE-P, the broadcast of the sensor values is the
only data exchange, whereas all actuator updates happen
asynchronously and hence self-organized. As all actuators
work according to the same evolution strategy, they all
evaluate the same fitness for a specific genome, and they
all come to the same selection decisions. Therefore, this
methods resembles the traditional(µ +, λ) evolutionary
scheme, but in an entirely distributed manner. Schemes that
require synchronized storage of complex data structures on
all devices, such as the Covariance Matrix algorithm [9] or
the Smart Hill Climbing algorithm [20], are currently not
supported by AGE-P.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: THE

SIMULATION –REAL-WORLD GAP

As has been described in the previous section, AGE-P
includes a periodic broadcast of partial fitness values fromall
sensors toall actuators. Conceptually, this broadcast happens
(1) instantaneously, (2) for all sensors at the same time, and
(3) reliably (i.e., packets are expected to never get lost).

AGE-P was initially evaluated in a simulation on a PC
[14], [15]. Although this simulation already used actual

2As with the target values, this function is assumed to arise from higher
abstraction levels.

physical devices (light sources, brightness sensors) to me-
diate physical modalities and independent software proxies
for the devices, a central coordinator module on the PC
was nevertheless in possession of all evolutionary states and
all the control flows. This module ensured thecomplete
gathering of sensor measurements as well as their com-
plete, atomic, and synchronized delivery to the actuators.
Consequently, problems, such as data inconsistency between
actuators, invalidity of the stored overall fitness values due
to (unnoticed) packet losses, synchronization matters, etc.,
could simply not occur, and the conceptual broadcast as
described above could easily be implemented.

A real-world system, on the other hand, cannot easily
provide the required broadcast properties for several reasons.
First of all, sending a packet takes time, so the broadcast
cannot be instantaneous. Second, sending several packets
cannot happen simultaneously, or otherwise collisions and
therefore packet losses are inevitable. Third, packets may
get lost, effectively making the broadcast unreliable. This,
in turn, creates data inconsistencies between the actuators,
and leads to invalidities between the ensemble’s setting (the
genes) and their associated overall fitness values. This is
particularly true for radio-based communication channels,
which are a major target communication platform for open
systems such as AGE-P. The latter issue (packet losses)
could easily be overcome by the utilization of a proper
packet acknowledgement technique. However, such a method
requires a connection-based transmission protocol. In other
words, devices would have to register at each other in order
to know to whom they need to send packets, and from
whom they expect acknowledgements. In effect, AGE-P’s
open system character would be completely invalidated, due
to the requirement of a point-to-point registration, and a
severe consistency issue between the ensemble representation
(the registered devices) and the real ensemble would be intro-
duced. Furthermore, the acknowledgement approach implies
a substantial additional communication load. A common
broadcast transmission from one device to any numbern of
devices requires exactly one packet. With acknowledgements,
the same transmission requires at least2 timesn packets.

Finally, even if all of the above issues could be easily
resolved, one problem remains: How do different sensors
know whento broadcast their measurements? How can they
synchronize their actions?

A simplistic approach to the problems discussed above
is to allow a sensor to broadcast its partial fitness once
per given time frame without any further inter-sensor syn-
chronization. If the underlying communication infrastructure
provides CSMA capabilities3, this approach solves at least
the aforementioned first and second issue (instantaneous
broadcast; at the same time for all of them), and simply
ignores issues number three and four (packet losses; sensor
synchronization). However, this approach would induce sev-

3CSMA is an acronym forCollision sense Multiple Access, and denotes a
class of techniques that strive to avoid collisions on a shared communication
channel [18].



eral new issues. First of all, no minimal time span between
consecutive sensor measurements and consecutive actuator
settings can be guaranteed. However, such a property is
desirable in order to allow for changes in physical modalities
to actually take place. For example, a glowing wire requires
time to lighten up, and a light sensor requires time (up to
several hundred milliseconds) to respond to a new value.
Second, without any sensor synchronization and with the
possibility of loosing packets, there is no way for an actuator
to map sensor packets to evolution iterations. In effect,
actuators cannot detect iteration boundaries and are not able
to perform their selection and random variation operations
coherently. For example, imagine a fictional situation, where
a single actuator merely misses one packet from one sensor.
Starting from this point in time, this actuator will always
calculate the overall fitness with a wrong set of partial
fitnesses. Situations worse than this are easily imaginable.
Effectively, such a behavior does not lead to a coherent
evolutionary line of action, but to random hopping through
the fitness space. Therefore, it is also necessary for the
actuators to be able to map sensor packets to evolution
iterations.

Derived from the problems discussed above, any (real-
world) AGE-P implementation must meet the following
requirements:

• Sensors must broadcast their partial fitnesses within a
narrow time frame, with respect to the iteration period
length.

• Actuators must perform coherently. To this end, they
need to map sensor packets to evolution iterations and
must detect iteration boundaries.

• Actuators must recognize, whether all partial fitness
values of a certain iteration have been received. Only
then the overall fitness can be evaluated.

• Actuators must be able to distinguish between a sensor
removal and temporary sensor packet losses.

• Any data inconsistency due to packet losses must be
overcome eventually.

The remainder of this paper assumes that at least each
sensor can be uniquely identified. This requirement can easily
be met, e.g., by utilizing the MAC address of the underlying
communication module.

IV. SOLUTION: SELF-SYNCHRONIZED ITERATION

COUNTER

This section proposes a straightforward solution to the pre-
viously discussed problems. The desired behavior is achieved
by the utilization of a simple iteration counter. This counter
is stored in a distributed manner and is kept synchronized
across the sensors and actuators via the sensors’ broadcasts.

With this conceptual modification in mind, the AGE-P
setup is extended as follows:

1) Each device, i.e., each sensor and each actuator, hosts
an iteration counter, which is used to synchronize the
devices’ actions.

2) Each sensor is in possession of an iteration timer that
acts as a time base for any broadcasts the sensor sends
out of of its own accord. On each timer (re)start,
the expiration time is randomly chosen to be roughly
around the broadcast period.

3) Each sensor is in possession of a response timer that
acts as a time base for any broadcasts the sensor sends
in response to another sensor’s broadcast. On each
timer (re)start, the expiration time is randomly chosen
to be roughly around asmall fractionof the broadcast
period.

4) Each actuator keeps track of a list of known sensors,
i.e., sensors from which packets have been received
lately. This list is henceforth referred to as known-
sensors list. Any entry in this list is growing old
and eventually being removed, if it is not refreshed
periodically.

5) Each actuator keeps track of a list of lately received
sensor broadcasts. This list is henceforth referred to as
collected-broadcasts list.

In this physical setup, sensors work as follows:

1) On power-up, a sensor sets its iteration counter to zero,
and starts its iteration timer.

2) On the expiration of its iteration timer, the sensor
increases its iteration counter by one, broadcasts its
current partial fitness along with the updated counter,
and restarts the iteration timer.

3) On the reception of another sensor broadcast with a
newer, i.e., larger, iteration counter, the sensor updates
its iteration counter accordingly, restarts its iteration
timer and starts its response timer. Any older received
broadcast is ignored.

4) On the expiration of its response timer, the sensor
broadcasts its current partial fitness along with its
iteration counter. Please note, that the sensor’s iteration
counter is not modified here. Rather, the response timer
is merely used to reduce the risk of collisions.

Actuators never act out of their own accord, but only in
response to a received sensor broadcast packet:

1) On power-up, an actuator sets its iteration counter to
zero and clears its collected-broadcasts and known-
sensors lists.

2) On reception of anewersensor broadcast, the actua-
tors’ internal counter is updated accordingly. Further
actions may follow (see below).

3) On reception of anewersensor broadcast with anodd
counter value, the collected-broadcasts list is cleared.
Then, the packet is added to this list, and the known-
sensors list is updated.

4) On reception of an equally-aged odd sensor broadcast,
the packet is added to collected-broadcasts list, and the
known-sensors list is updated.

5) On reception of anewer, evensensor broadcast, the
actuator may perform some evolutionary actions. To
this end, the actuator compares the addresses contained
in the collected-broadcasts and known-sensor lists. If



these addresses match completely, thenall data from
the previous iteration has been received. In this case,
the actuator evaluates the overall fitness and attaches it
to its current activation, i.e., gene. Otherwise, the gene
is marked as unvalued. Hereafter, a new activation is
chosen. Furthermore, as soon as all genes are evalu-
ated (including unvalued genes), the actuator performs
selection and mutation operation.

6) All same-aged even packets and all older packets are
ignored.

Apparently, the procedure described above can only use
every second iteration for evolutionary actions and hence
for gaining some progress. This approach has been taken
for the sake of robustness and simplicity. It allows for a
clear distinction between timing tasks and evolutionary tasks.
Whereas any timing is exclusively left to the sensors, all
evolutionary tasks are exclusively left to the actuators.

Furthermore, the method does not require a designated
master sensor responsible for the overall timing. Instead,
the roles (master, responders) are re-determined in each
iteration in a self-organized fashion via therandomized
iteration timers. Due to the fact that each sensor is in
possession of its own iteration timer, sensors can even stay
synchronized (at least for a while) if the communication is
temporarily disturbed. If their counters may actually diverge
during this time, e.g., due to deviations in their iteration
timers’ accuracies, they will re-synchronize as soon as the
communication is working again.

It should also be mentioned that the senors’ response
timers are merely used to provide a simple yet general
method for reducing the risk of collisions. These timers might
be omitted, if the underlying communication interface itself
already provides for CSMA capabilities.

Finally, please note that the proposes method is only
designed to allow for the temporal synchronization of evolu-
tionary actions. It cannot guarantee data consistency across
all devices. Common broadcasts, with the chance of packet
losses and without acknowledgements, simply cannot provide
this property. However, in conjunction with periodic re-
evaluations, the method re-establishes consistency eventually,
even in the case of occasional packet losses. To this end, the
aforementioned known-sensors lists of the actuators play an
important role. These lists enable the actuators to distinguish
between temporary packet losses and a sensor removal.
As the entries in these lists expire, a sensor removal is
recognized after a short while.

V. M ETHODS

In order to validate the proposed self-synchronization
method, the authors have setup a small realistic real-world
scenario within their office4. The scenario consists of two
light sensors and four light sources. On each of the two desks
one of the sensors has been deliberately placed near the
keyboard. The light sources have been deliberately placed

4All AGE-P related information (hardware schematics, software) is part
of the public domain and can be retrieved from the authors viaemail.

according to the available space. The overall goal is to
provide the desired working level brightness at each desk.

Hardware setup: For the light sources, customary up-
lights have been used. The light sensors have been realized
using simple photo resistors. All devices (light sensors,
light sources) have been enhanced by circuitry to make
them accessible to microcontrollers. For the microcontrollers,
CC1010 microcontrollers from Texas Instruments have been
employed. These controllers are equipped with an integrated
radio unit and are powerful enough to perform all required
tasks, e.g., radio communication, evolutionary calculations,
and device control, at the same time. Finally, a standard PC
has been connected to such a controller via a serial commu-
nication line. More detailed information on the hardware is
provided by the literature [15].

Communication infrastructure: The CC1010’s inte-
grated radio unit is simple enough to allow for the exchange
of independent data packets, without (1) dictating the ne-
cessity of replies, (2), performing any CSMA technique,
and (3) implying any addressing scheme. This makes the
CC1010 a suitable candidate for validating AGE-P’s new
self-synchronization scheme. On top of this “raw packet”
radio unit, the authors have implemented both a peer-to-peer
and a broadcast addressing mode. The peer-to-peer mode is
used between the aforementioned PC and the ensemble to
(1) initially trigger an AGE-P evolution run on the devices,
(2) set target values at the sensors during such a run, and (3)
read statistics from the devices at the end of a run. Please
note that the PC doesnot at all control or synchronize the
actions of the distributed devices. The broadcast mode is by
the sensors as described in Section II and IV.

Configuration of AGE-P: All experiments have been
done with (1+1)-AGE-P. This notation indicates that each
actuator generates one offspring from one parent and that it
selects the better one as the parent for the next generation.

Light sensors: The sensors’ (highly non-linear) photo
resistors are sampled with the CC1010s’ 10bit analog-to-
digital converters. The raw samples are broadcasted along
with the corresponding iteration counters and target values.
Please note that the calculations of the partial fitnesses have
been deferred to the actuators, i.e., light sources. This step
was necessary to enable the proper recording of all required
statistical data. For the purpose of readability, brightness
and target values are henceforth presented to be linearly
transformed to values ranging from0 to 1. A value of 0
corresponds to darkness, and a value of1 to high brightness.
In the authors’ office, the typical room brightness on a cloudy
day ranges from values between0.6 (far away from the
window) and0.8 (near the window).

Sensor timings:The sensors employ the hardware random
number generator provided by the CC1010’s to randomly set
their iteration and response timers. The iteration timers have
been configured to range between700 and900 milliseconds,
and the response timers to range between70 and90 millisec-
onds. This relatively low broadcast frequency has particularly
been chosen due to the strong inertia of the photo resistors.



Light sources: For the purpose of a statistical analysis,
the light sources record every incoming packet along with
their so-far-best gene-fitness pairs. The raw gene values are
directly used to drive the connected phase angle controls. It
should be mentioned that the relation between a gene’s value
and the emitted amount of light is highly non-linear.

Fitness function: Each light source uses the sum of the
squared partial fitnesses to calculate the ensemble’s overall
fitness. The choice of the least square method gives every
sensor the same importance, and therefore results in a fair
compromise in case of contradicting sensor targets. Please
note that the explicit relation between the light sources
genes’ and the ensemble’s fitness is not known. However,
this relation is most likely very complex, due to strong non-
linearities in the characteristic curves of light sources and
sensors. For the purpose of readability, all fitness values
presented in the next section are linearly scaled down such
that they can be displayed simultaneously with the sensors’
measurements and target values.

Mutation operator: Every light source employs its private
mutation operatoraj ← aj + σ ·N(0, 1), with aj denoting
the internal representation of thejth light source’s bright-
ness. After mutation, the value is bounded to[0, 1]. In the
mutation operator,σ denotes a private step size. It has been
deliberately set to0.3 for all scenarios and all light sources.
N(0, 1) denotes a gaussian-distributed random number. To
this end, the CC1010s’ hardware random number generator
has been utilized and its evenly-distributed values have been
mapped accordingly. Please note that the CC1010s’ actually
support only integer numbers. The above text solely uses
floating point numbers for the sake of understandability.
Therefore, in the experiments all floating-point numbers have
been properly scaled to match the light sources specifics.

Re-evaluation: Every tenth iteration, mutation is left
out in favor of re-evaluation. Furthermore, re-evaluationis
performed whenever a sensor joins or leaves the ensemble.
To this end, actuators employ their known-sensors and
collected-broadcasts lists. The current implementation
removes a sensor from the known-sensors list as soon as
no according packet has been received in the preceding
collection phase. In other words, entries in this list are
growing old rapidly. This practice results in an increased
number of re-evaluations and slightly reduces the evolution
performance. However, it considerably simplified the
implementation.

Scenarios: In this setup, several experiments have been
performed. Due to the strong nonlinearity of the sensors,
brightness could only be measured sufficiently for quit dark
scenarios. Otherwise, the normal daylight already dominates
the office’s illumination. Therefore, the evening has been
chosen for the experiments. For all scenarios, the target
values of the sensors have been deliberately chosen such
that the light sources could theoretically provide the desired
brightness levels. Each experiment was running for a total
of 60 seconds. With the chosen average broadcast period of

800ms, this resulted in approximately75 iterations.
Scenario 1, System startup:At startup time, all actuator

values are set to total darkness, and the sensors’ target values
are set tost

1 = 0.7 and st
2 = 0.7. The ensemble is then

responsible to power up the light sources to the desired level.
This situation resembles an early winter morning, when the
users enter the dark office.

Scenario 2, Changing targets:This scenario focuses on
the ensemble behavior in more dynamic setups. It starts off
where scenario 1 ended. All light sources are powered up
and provide the desired brightness level, which are again set
to st

1 = 0.7 andst
2 = 0.7. Then, in iteration24, both target

values are changed to zero. The ensemble must react to this
situation and power down the light sources back to darkness.
This might model a situation in which both users leave their
office simultaneously.

Scenario 3, joining sensor:This scenario is similar to the
first one, but initially uses only one sensor. The target value
of this sensor is set tost

1 = 0.3. This resembles a setting
which requires relatively dimmed lighting conditions from
the light sources. Then, in iteration26, the second sensor
joins the ensemble with a considerably larger target value
of st

2 = 0.7. The ensemble must now find a compromise.
This can, for example, be achieved by setting the two light
sources near tos2 to full brightness and the leaving the other
two light sources as they are.

VI. RESULTS

The results of the experiments are summarized in Figs. 2 to
4. On the x-axis, these figures show the iteration number, and
on the y-axis they show the sensors’ target values (straight
dashed and dotted lines), and the so-far-best overall fitness
value (solid varying line), i.e., the global error. Furthermore,
Fig. 2 displays the sensor readings (varying dashed and
dotted) throughout the evolutionary run, in order to illustrate
the interrelationship between sensor targets, sensor readings,
and fitness values. Each figure shows a typical run of the
associated experiment and has been exclusively created from
the statistical data recorded at the light sources. To this
end, the recorded integer values have been scaled down to
properly fit into the figures. The small boxes displayed along
the fitness lines denote the moments, when the light sources
performed mutations and selections.

In all figures the error is decreasing over time such that
after some adaptation time, the self-synchronized AGE-P
system approaches the optimum, i.e.,si ≈ st

i for all i. This
is not only observable in the simple Scenario 1, but also in
the more dynamic Scenarios 2 and 3, where some sensor
target values change or a new sensor appears. This behavior
is particularly noteworthy in Scenario 3: the joining second
sensor introduces an objective that actually contradicts the
hitherto present objective of Sensor 1. Nevertheless, after
some adaptation time, the ensemble again finds a very good
solution. In essence, the AGE-P algorithm here (unwittingly)
exploited the fact that the light sources are actually clustered
in pairs around the authors’ desks. Therefore, the light



Fig. 2. Scenario 1 resembles the basic situation of poweringup the light
sources from darkness to the desired brightness.

Fig. 3. Scenario 2 examines the influence of changing user demands
(iteration 24).

sources near Desk 1 remained dark, whereas the light sources
around Desk 2 became bright.

It should be mentioned that the majority of all progress
seems to be achieved by only a few successful mutations,
as indicated by the large fitness value drops present in
all figures. However, it is important to keep in mind that
the perception between the human eye and the employed
technical sensors differs considerably, due to sensors’ strong
non-linearity. For the human eye, the many mutation at the
end of the runs, with only slight fitness improvements, have
actually been perceptually important.

As has been described in Section IV, mutation and se-
lection events can only happen at most every second time,

Fig. 4. Scenario 3 focuses on the ensemble’s behavior in a more dynamic
setup, in which a sensor joins the ensemble (iteration26).

i.e., 38 times for the displayed75 iterations. However, the
actual number of mutations displayed in the figures is much
slower (around20 to 25 times). This phenomenon appeared
mainly due to the fact that packets frequently got lost.
This can be observed in Scenario 1 during iteration10 and
40, where only5 mutations took place. In this period, the
communication between one of the two sensors towards all
light sources was alternately disturbed and undisturbed. In
effect, the light sources performed re-evaluation over and
over again. In effect, the fitness value stagnated. A more
pronounced effect can be observed in Scenario 3, where
a sharp fitness change downwards appears at iteration40.
This time, a similar radio disturbance was less alternating
and instead lasting a bit longer. Consequently, during this
period, the light sources removed the affected sensor from
their known-sensors lists, effectively removing the objective
it constitutes. The most severe case happened in Scenario 2
during the change of the sensors’ target values at iteration24.
This time, the disturbance affected only two of four lamps. In
effect, these lamps actually where the first ones to detect the
change, due to their premature re-evaluation step. The other
two light sources could not recognize the change before the
next periodic re-evaluation step at iteration32. Please note
that the self-synchronized AGE-P system successefully re-
established coherence after the communication disturbances
ended, and that it was able to continue the actual evolutionary
process.

It should also be mentioned that a more reluctant sensor
aging strategy (than has been chosen for this first prototype)
would have reduced the number of necessary re-evaluations
and consequently increased the number of mutation oper-
ations. The implementation of the entire aging strategy as
described in Section IV is subject to future work.



VII. C ONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a self-synchronization scheme
for AGE-P, a distributed evolutionary platform for the self-
organization of smart-appliances ensembles. The key feature
of the proposed scheme is the utilization of an iteration
counter that is stored in a distributed manner across all
devices and is kept synchronized by means of AGE-P’s
sensor broadcasts. Therefore, the scheme fits into AGE-P’s
framework by its very nature.

The presented results from real-world experiments indicate
that the proposed method enables AGE-P to function prop-
erly in environments in which a successful communication
between the ensemble’s devices cannot be guaranteed. In
addition to the required basic adaptation scenarios, the self-
synchronized scheme also enabled AGE-P to cope correctly
with more dynamic scenarios, such as changing user de-
mands and joining devices, which are some of the most
typical use cases of smart-appliances ensembles.

This paper has focused on the availability of AGE-P
in environments with unreliable communication interfaces.
However, the system is not ready to be used in the daily
office routine for several reasons: (1) The process is yet far
too slow to be accepted by humans. This is no conceptual
limitation, but is owed to the strong inertia in the employed
light sensors, and should be easy to overcome by using
faster sensors. (2) The calculated fitness does not match
the perceived one, due to differences in the characteristics
of technical sensors and the human eye. This issue can
possibly be solved by properly preprocessing the raw sensor
values. (3) At the moment, no adaptation scheme for the
step width exists that would fit into the AGE-P framework.
This is currently the most severe limitation, as the system
never restrains itself from trying new activations, even if
the optimum has been found already. In the presented office
lighting scenarios, this behavior is clearly noticeable inthe
form of annoying brightness fluctuations. Therefore, future
research will be devoted to the development of an adequate
self-organized adaptation mechanism.
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